Comparison of MR imaging sequences for liver and head and neck interventions: is there a single optimal sequence for all purposes?
To compare the appropriate pulse sequences for interventional device guidance during magnetic resonance (MR) imaging at 0.2 T and to evaluate the dependence of sequence selection on the anatomic region of the procedure. Using a C-arm 0.2 T system, four interventional MR sequences were applied in 23 liver cases and during MR-guided neck interventions in 13 patients. The imaging protocol consisted of: multislice turbo spin echo (TSE) T2w, sequential-slice fast imaging with steady precession (FISP), a time-reversed version of FISP (PSIF), and FISP with balanced gradients in all spatial directions (True-FISP) sequences. Vessel conspicuity was rated and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was calculated for each sequence and a differential receiver operating characteristic was performed. Liver findings were detected in 96% using the TSE sequence. PSIF, FISP, and True-FISP imaging showed lesions in 91%, 61%, and 65%, respectively. The TSE sequence offered the best CNR, followed by PSIF imaging. Differential receiver operating characteristic analysis also rated TSE and PSIF to be the superior sequences. Lesions in the head and neck were detected in all cases by TSE and FISP, in 92% using True-FISP, and in 84% using PSIF. True-FISP offered the best CNR, followed by TSE imaging. Vessels appeared bright on FISP and True-FISP imaging and dark on the other sequences. In interventional MR imaging, no single sequence fits all purposes. Image guidance for interventional MR during liver procedures is best achieved by PSIF or TSE, whereas biopsies in the head and neck are best performed using FISP or True-FISP sequences.